We present a high density disc reflection spectral analysis of a sample of 17 Seyfert 1 galaxies to study the inner disc densities at different black hole mass scales and accretion rates. All the available XMM-Newton observations in the archive are used. OM observations in the optical/UV band are used to estimate their accretion rates. We find that 65% of sources in our sample show a disc density significantly higher than n e = 10 15 cm −3 , which was assumed in previous reflection-based spectral analyses. The best-fit disc densities show an anti-correlation with black hole mass and mass accretion rate. High density disc reflection model can successfully explain the soft excess emission and significantly reduce inferred iron abundances. We also compare our black hole spin and disc inclination angle measurements with previous analyses.
INTRODUCTION
High density disc reflection spectroscopy allows the density of the inner disc to be a free parameter during the analysis of the disc reflection spectra of accreting black hole (BH) systems 1 . Previously, a fixed disc density of n e = 10 15 cm −3 was commonly assumed. However the density of the inner disc is expected to be higher than this value in the less massive supermassive BHs (SMBHs, M BH /M = m BH ≈ 10 6 ) and stellar-mass BHs (m BH = 4 − 20), as predicted by the standard Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) disc model where all the disc energy is radiated away locally. It has been suggested that a high fraction of disc energy has to be dissipated in the corona instead of being radiated away at the disc surface in E-mail: jj447@cam.ac.uk 1 We refer interested readers to the first paper of this series (Jiang et al. 2019b ) for more introduction of disc reflection spectra of accreting BHs.
order to account for the typical spectral energy distribution of a Seyfert galaxy (Haardt & Maraschi 1991 ). Theoretically, one will then obtain an even denser disc than the standard Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) model after considering fraction of disc energy that is transferred to the corona (Svensson & Zdziarski 1994) . There have also been increasing observational indications for disc densities higher than 10 15 cm −3 in both BH X-ray binaries (XRBs, e.g. Tomsick et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2019b ) and active galactic nuclei (AGN, e.g. Jiang et al. 2018; Garcia et al. 2018 ).
Most reflection simulations calculate spectra from a constant density slab parallel to a thin disc (e.g. Ross & Fabian 1993; García & Kallman 2010) . One side of the slab is illuminated and heated up by coronal emission. These simulations then calculate the reflected spectra from the slab by considering both absorption and emission processes. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the temperature profiles of an illuminated ionised slab under hydro-static equilibrium . At n e = 10 15 cm −3 and ξ = 50 erg cm s −1 , the surface temperature of the ionised slab is about 2 × 10 5 K. The temperature remains constant at larger depths before it drops to a lower temperature at Thomson depth τ T = 0.1. The drop in the temperature profile is because the recombination (cooling) process dominates over the heating process at τ T > 0.1.
The electron density of the slab changes the temperature profile and thus affects the resulting reflection spectrum. For example, the temperature within 0.1τ T increases by a factor of 10 when log(n e ) increases 2 from 15 to 19. The temperature at τ T > 0.1 increases by an even larger factor. See the left panel of Fig. 1 for temperature profiles for different electron densities. The change of temperature with density is because low energy photons in the disc are trapped by free-free absorption and increases the temperature of the slab at a high electron density (Ross & Fabian 2007; García et al. 2016) . Consequently, the reflected emission in the soft X-ray band turns into a quasi-blackbody spectrum. See the right panel of Fig. 1 for corresponding spectra for different disc densities.
In the first paper of this series, we demonstrate the effects of a high density model on the spectrum of the BH XRB GX 339−4. The X-ray spectra of Seyfert galaxies and BH XRBs share many similarities, such as broad Fe K emission line and Compton hump above 10 keV (e.g. Walton et al. 2012) . Additionally, the soft X-ray band of Seyfert galaxies is known to show variable excess emission ('soft excess', e.g. Arnaud et al. 1985) . The blackbody-shaped feature in a high density model may be able to explain this soft excess emission (e.g. Mallick et al. 2018; Garcia et al. 2018 ). The strongest supporting evidence for the reflection interpretation of the soft excess is the X-ray reverberation lags that have been found in various sources (e.g. Fabian et al. 2009; Zoghbi et al. 2012; De Marco et al. 2013; Kara et al. 2016) .
In this paper, we fit high density models to the XMMNewton spectra of a sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies. By conducting photometry with XMM-Newton OM observations, we are able to estimate the mass accretion rate for each BH, and thus compare disc density with BH mass and accretion rate. In Section 2, we introduce our source sample and data reduction; in Section 3, we introduce the analysis method for EPIC-pn and OM observations; in Section 4 and 5, we briefly summarise and discuss our results in this work and the first paper of this series. In Appendix A, we present a short introduction and details of the EPIC-pn spectral analysis for each individual source. In Appendix B, we present an estimation of the disc density at an optical depth of τ < 1 of a gas pressure-dominated disc in order to explain the disc densities in previous analyses of BH XRBs. High density disc reflection modelling for the extremely variable narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies 1H0707−495 will be presented in a future paper of this series.
SAMPLE AND DATA REDUCTION
We select 17 Seyfert 1 galaxies for our work. They include all 13 Seyfert 1 galaxies in the AGN Black Hole Mass Database 2 The value of n e is reported in the unit of cm −3 hereafter. (Bentz & Katz 2015) that have been observed by XMMNewton and 4 Seyfert 1 galaxies where broad Fe Kα emission line was found and supersolar iron abundance was required in previous spectral analyses. The Seyfert 1 galaxies in our sample show no multiple warm absorbers or heavy obscuration along the line of sight. Therefore, we are able to have a clear view of the soft X-ray emission from the innermost regions of their AGN. We ignore the Seyfert 2 galaxies in the AGN Black Hole Mass Database as they are mostly obscured in the X-ray band (Risaliti et al. 1999) . Table 1 shows the basic information for each source.
For BHs without a reverberation-mapping mass in the AGN Black Hole Mass Database (Bentz & Katz 2015) , we quote the mass measurement from Hβ line width (Bianchi et al. 2009 ). Due to the unknown geometry of the broad line region (BLR), the relation between Hβ line width and BLR velocity distribution has a large uncertainty. For example, Kaspi et al. (2000) assume a spherical BLR with an isotropic velocity distribution and predict v BLR = √ 3
2 FW H M(Hβ). But McLure & Dunlop (2004) assume a disc-shaped BLR which predicts a velocity √ 3 times larger and a black hole mass 3 times larger than the values given by Kaspi et al. (2000) . For this reason, we consider a conservative uncertainty of ∆ log(m BH ) = ± log(3) ≈ ±0.5. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the BH mass distribution in our sample. 75% of sources in the sample have a BH mass between log(m BH ) = 6 − 8.
We consider all the available archival XMM-Newton observations for each AGN. A complete list of the XMMNewton observations considered in this work is in Table A1 . We extract EPIC-pn products using SAS 16.1.0, after filtering intervals dominated by flaring particle background. The task EPATPLOT is used to test for any pile-up effects. An annulus-shaped source region is used to extract source products if there is evidence for pile-up. The inner radius of the annulus is chosen to keep distribution patterns consistent with the model curves given by EPATPLOT. Background products are extracted from a nearby region on the same chip, avoiding the areas dominated by background Cu K emission lines from the underlying electronics. We concentrate on the EPIC-pn spectra between 0.5-10 keV due to its higher effective area compared to the two EPIC-MOS instruments. For UGC 6728, we extract EPIC-MOS spectra as its pn observation is dominated by flaring background. All the spectra are grouped to have a minimum signal-tonoise of 6 and oversample by a factor of 3. Net pn exposures and averaged X-ray luminosities after correcting for Galactic absorption are shown in the last column of Table 1 . We stacked spectra from different observations for each source using ADDSPEC. In the right panel of Fig 2, we present the distribution of the averaged X-ray luminosities in the full pn band and source redshifts of our sample.
XMM-Newton Optical Monitor (OM) data are extracted using the task OMICHAIN, and the count rates are converted to Galactic extinction-corrected flux for each filter. The flux conversion factors are provided by SAS Watchout Website 3 . The Galactic extinction curve calculated by Pei (1992) is used to convert E(B − V) to extinction at another wavelength. García et al. (2016) . Right: Relativistic disc reflection spectra calculated by relxilld for different densities corresponding to the left panel. A disc ionization parameter of ξ = 50, emissivity index of q = 3, maximum BH spin, and viewing angle of i = 30 • are assumed. Table 1 . The sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies considered in this work. The Galactic column density and extinction values are as calculated by Willingale et al. (2013) . The source distances are from NED. The sixth column shows the total EPIC-pn exposure after filtering flaring particle background. L X is the averaged Galactic absorption-corrected luminosity in the 0.5-10 keV band. The upper table shows all the optical reverberation mapped Seyfert 1 galaxies in the AGN Black Hole Mass Database (Bentz & Katz 2015) . The lower table shows a sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies with BH mass measurements obtained by measuring Hβ line width (Bianchi et al. 2009 ). 1 UGC 6728 only has MOS observations as its pn observation is dominated by flaring background. 
In this section, we first introduce the EPIC-pn spectral analysis using a variable density disc reflection model. Second, we estimate the BH mass accretion rates by measuring the source flux at an optical band with OM.
EPIC-pn Spectral Analysis and Disc Density Measurement
The X-ray data analysis software XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) is used for broad band spectral analysis of EPIC-pn data. C-stat (Cash 1979) is used. The model tbabs in XSPEC is used to account for the Galactic absorption. Galactic column densities N H calculated by Willingale et al. (2013) are used and fixed during the spectral fitting. The values of Galactic column density can be found in Table 1 .
First, we fit EPIC-pn spectra with an absorbed power- Brown shows the overlaps of orange and black bars. Right: source redshift and averaged X-ray luminosity distribution. The luminosities are calculated in the XMM-Newton band (0.5-10 keV) after correcting for the Galactic absorption.
law model in the 2-3 keV and 8-10 keV band, ignoring the iron band and the soft excess. Corresponding ratio plots are shown in Figure 3 . All the AGN in our sample show very strong soft excesses below 2 or 3 keV. Most AGN show evidence for emission features in the iron band. Some sources show a combination of broad and narrow emission lines. Second, we model the soft excess and the broad emission line in the iron band using the relativistic reflection model relxilld (v1.2.0, García et al. 2016) . relxilld combines the convolution model relconv (Dauser et al. 2013 ) and the illuminated ionised disc reflection model xillverd ). The relconv model calculates the relativistic effects and corresponding emissivity profiles for emission lines in the reflection spectrum. A broken power-law emissivity profile (inner index q 1 , outer index q 2 , threshold radius R r ) is assumed. In cases where q 2 and R r are not constrained, we assume a simple power-law emissivity profile instead. The disc reflection model xillverd allows the disc density parameter to vary between log(n e ) =15-19. The solar abundance in xillverd is provided by Grevesse et al. (1996) . The ionisation parameter ξ is defined as ξ = 4πF/n in unit of erg cm s −1 . The iron abundance (Z Fe ) is a free parameter during our spectral fitting. The reflection model xillver in the same model package is used to account for the narrow emission line feature if shown in the iron band. A simple power-law model is used to model the coronal emission. The convolution model cflux is used to calculate the flux of each component in the 0.5-10 keV band. An empirical reflection fraction (F refl /F pl ) is used for simplicity and future comparison with other reflection models (e.g. reflionx, Ross & Fabian 2007) . In summary, the following models are used in XSPEC:
• tbabs * ( cflux * relxilld + cflux * powerlaw + cflux * xillver) (MODEL1) for sources that show narrow Fe K emission line in the iron band.
• tbabs * ( cflux * relxilld + cflux * powerlaw ) (MODEL2) for sources that do not show any evidence for narrow Fe K emission line.
• tbabs * ( cflux * relxilld + cflux * powerlaw + zgauss + zgauss) (MODEL3) for sources that show complex ionised narrow emission lines in the iron band (e.g. Ark 120, Matt et al. 2014; Nardini et al. 2016 ).
• tbabs * ABSORBER * ( cflux * relxilld + cflux * powerlaw + cflux * xillver) (MODEL4) for sources that show a thin warm absorber (e.g. Mrk 335, Longinotti et al. 2013; Parker et al. 2014) or a little obscuration (e.g. Swift J2127.4+5654, Miniutti et al. 2009 ). ABSORBER stands for the model that accounts for absorptions. For example, the ionised absorption model warmabs (Kallman & Bautista 2001 ) is used to model warm absorber and ztbabs is used to model neutral obscuration.
OM Photometry and Mass Accretion Rate
The same method as in Raimundo et al. (2012) is used to determine the BH mass accretion rate with XMM-Newton OM observations, assuming a simple disc model with a steady accretion rate M and isotropic emission. The mass accretion rate is given by the following equation:
where L ν is the luminosity in an optical band ν in erg s −1 and i is the viewing angle, which is obtained in the disc reflection analysis in Section 3.1. As explained in Raimundo et al. (2012) , the lower energy band is less affected by a change of BH spin. For this reason, we choose B band (4500Å) as the priority wavelength for the calculation, as in Raimundo et al. (2012) . If a source has no observation in B band in the XMM-Newton archive, we choose the lowest energy band for calculation. Notice that L ν has been corrected for Galactic extinction using the Galactic extinction curve calculated by Pei (1992) for each source. Table 2 shows the observed flux Ton S180 Ratio . Ratio plots for pn spectra fitted with absorbed power-law models. MOS1 (orange) and MOS2 (brown) spectra are shown for UGC 6728 as its pn observation is dominated by flaring particle background. Note that we did not calculate the accretion rate by calculating the bolometric luminosity due to the large uncertainty of the bolometric conversion factor for the X-ray band flux (Vasudevan & Fabian 2007 ) and the accretion efficiency in AGN (Raimundo et al. 2012) .
RESULTS
Appendix A presents the details of EPIC-pn spectral analysis for individual sources in our sample. The best-fit parameters are reported in Table A2 and the best-fit models with corresponding best-fit ratio plots are shown in Fig. A1, A2 , and A3. In this section, we summarise the results of the disc density measurements and compare our results with previous work.
Disc Denstities in Seyfert 1 Galaxies
We present the best-fit disc density values versus BH masses in the left panel of Fig. 4 . No obvious correlation between disc densities and BH masses in our sample is found. However, only upper limits of disc densities are achieved for sources with log(m BH ) > 8. This matches the previous analysis of another Seyfert 1 galaxy 1H 0419−577 where the mass of the central BH is estimated to be log(m BH ) ≈ 8 and a disc density of log(n e ) < 15.2 is obtained with 90% confidence (Jiang et al. 2019a ). Disc densities significantly higher than log(n e ) = 15 are found in AGN with log(m BH ) < 7. By comparing the best-fit disc densities with BH masses, we find that the assumption for a fixed disc density of log(n e ) = 15 is mostly appropriate for SMBH with log(m BH ) > 8 while a larger disc density is required for SMBH with log(m BH ) < 7.
A second factor that changes the disc density is the BH mass accretion rate. Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) predicts that the disc density of a radiation pressure-dominated disc and the mass accretion rate has the following relation log(n e ) ∝ −2 log( m). The right panel of Fig. 4 presents the disc density solution given by Eq.8 in Svensson & Zdziarski (1994) , where f is the fraction of power released from the disc to the corona. When f = 0, this solution reproduces the results in Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) . The solid lines show the disc densities at R = 2R g for different f , assuming: 1) a maximum BH spin; 2) the inner radius of the disc is R ISCO ; 3) the conversion factor from radiative pressure to radiation flux in the radiative diffusion equation ξ = 1 4 . The dotted and dashed lines show the disc densities at R = 6, 8R g for f = 0.01. The radius R has less impact on the disc density than f , as shown in Fig. 4 .
We present our results in the log(n e ) vs. log(m BH m 2 ) diagram in the right panel of Fig. 4 . There is tentative evidence for an anti-correlation between log(n e ) and log(m BH m 2 ). We use a Monte-Carlo approach to estimate the significance of the correlation. We assume log(n e ) and log(m BH m 2 ) follow normal distributions. 100,000 sets of points are drawn from distributions with the same mean (mean log(m BH m 2 ) = 7.1, log(n e ) = 16.89) and deviation (σ log(m BH m 2 ) = 0.92, σ log(n e ) = 1.17) of the sample. We find 11304 sets of points that exceed the Spearman correlation coefficient of our result (-0.67 ). This gives 11% probability of the observed correlation from randomly distributed points. By considering the large uncertainties of mass measurements, the significance of the correlation shown in Fig. 4 is even lower. The correlation between these two parameters is weak in our sample due to the following reasons: 1) the uncertainties of the BH mass measurements; 2) other physics, such as the vertical structure of the disc density and the fraction ( f ) of power that is released from the disc to the coronal region. We will discuss the effect of f on the disc density in Section 5.
In summary, we find some evidence for a trend that high disc density is commonly seen in AGN that show low m BH m 2 values. It is important to note that the Galactic BH GX 339-4 shows a similar pattern. The disc density of GX 339−4 in the low flux-hard state is higher the density in the high fluxsoft state (Jiang et al. 2019b ).
Comparison with Previous Work

Disc Iron Abundances
A super solar iron abundance was often seen in previous reflection-based spectral analysis where a fixed disc density (n e = 10 15 cm −3 ) was assumed. A significant decrease of inferred iron abundance is found in our new disc reflection modelling. Fig. 5 presents the best-fit disc iron abundances in this work shown in black and the best-fit iron abundances in previous work in orange. Corresponding references are labelled on the right side. This figure only includes the sources that have reflection analyses in previous published work. The disc iron abundances obtained by using a high density model for IRAS 13224 and GX 339−4 are from Jiang et al. (2018 Jiang et al. ( , 2019b . . Left: Disc density log(n e ) versus BH mass log(m BH ). Only upper limits of disc density are obtained for black holes with log(m BH ) > 8, indicating a lower disc density in high-m BH AGN. Right: Disc density log(n e ) versus log(m BH m 2 ). The solid orange lines are the solutions for disc density at r = 2 r g for different values of f (Svensson & Zdziarski 1994) . The inner radius is assumed to be at R ISCO of a maximally spinning BH (R in = 1r g ). The dotted and dashed straight lines are for r =6, 8 r g and f = 0.
Several sources in our sample show a significant decrease of inferred disc iron abundance when a high density disc reflection model is used. These sources are 1H 1934, Ton S180, IRAS 13224 and GX 339−4. A similar conclusion was found in Tomsick et al. (2018) , where an iron abundance at the solar level is required for the intermediate state of the BH XRB Cyg X-1 when a high density model is used. Only PG 0844 shows a slightly higher disc iron abundance compared to previous results. However the abundance is still near the solar level (Z Fe < 3Z ).
The decrease of the inferred iron abundances is due to the increase of the continuum in the reflection component when a high density model is used. For example, the best-fit reflection fraction for Ton S180 is f refl = 1.9 ± 0.7 when the spectrum is modelled using a variable density disc reflection model 5 . The averaged spectrum of Ton S180 is dominated by the disc reflection component and requires an iron abundance of Z Fe = 3±2Z . Instead of using a high density model, we fit the soft excess emission of Ton S180 with a soft cutoff model in addition to a log(n e ) = 15 disc model, similar to the work of Parker et al. (2018) . Although such a model combination slightly improves the fit by ∆C-stat=7 with 1 more parameter, the disc reflection component with a fixed disc density requires a very high iron abundance of Z Fe > 8Z . See Fig. 6 for comparison of best-fit models for disc densities and Table A3 for best-fit parameters when cutoff is used to model the soft excess. A much lower reflection fraction of f refl = 0.70 is required. Therefore in order to model the strong Fe K emission feature in the iron band of Ton S180, a higher iron abundance is required.
Although a high density disc model is able to decrease 5 Note that the reflection fraction f refl here is not the same reflection fraction used in Dauser et al. (2016) . An empirical definition of F refl /F pl in the XMM-Newton band is used in order to quantify the relative strength of the reflection component compared to the coronal emission. the inferred iron abundance, some AGN still show a high iron abundance compared to solar (e.g. IRAS 13224−3809, Jiang et al. 2018) . In future, we will further study the metallicity of these systems by allowing more element abundances to be free parameters during the spectral modelling. Figure 6. Left: The best-fit models for Ton S180 when a high density disc model is used and the corresponding ratio plot. Solid: total model; dashed: high density disc model with log(n e ) = 15.6; dotted: power-law continuum. The unit of the y-axis of the upper panel is keV cts cm −2 s −1 . Right: Same as the left panel but an additional soft cutoff model (dash-dotted line) is used to model the soft excess. A fixed disc density of log(n e ) = 15 is assumed. In this model, the coronal emission shows a harder continuum and the reflection component makes less contribution to the total emission compared to the models in the left panel.
BH Spins and Disc Inclination Angles
Fig.7 shows disc inclination angles and BH spins obtained in our work in black and previous analyses in orange. Although we do not expect the orientation of an AGN and the spin of a SMBH to vary in different observations, we can not rule out instrumental effects of different observations on the measurements (e.g. see discussion section of Brenneman 2013). Moreover, the X-ray continuum emission from the Seyfert AGN mentioned in Fig. 7 is known to be very variable (e.g. Frederick et al. 2018) . The continuum modelling can potentially have an impact on the determination of the red and blue wings of their broad Fe Kα emission lines and thus affect the measurements of BH spin and disc inclination angle respectively. Most of the disc inclination angles measured using high density disc reflection spectroscopy are consistent with previous results over the 90% confidence ranges, except for 1H 1934, Ark 120, Swift J2127, IRAS 13224, and GX 339−4. We only obtain an upper limit of n e for Ark 120. Therefore the difference of inclination angles for Ark 120 is unlikely due to the high density model. The other four sources all show higher inferred inclination angles when a variable density model is used. Although the disc inclination angle of GX 339−4 using a high disc density model is higher than the result in Wang-Ji et al. (2018) and lower than the result in Parker et al. (2016) , our measurement is still consistent with previous reflection-based analyses within a 2σ uncertainty range. See the discussion section of Jiang et al. (2019b) . We also notice that Tomsick et al. (2018) found a different conclusion when using a high density model for Cyg X−1. A significantly smaller disc inclination angle is found for this source when a variable density model is used.
Most of the best-fit BH spins for our sample given by high density disc reflection spectroscopy are near the Kerr limit and consistent with previous analyses within 90% confidence ranges, except for 1H 1934 and Ton S180. In previous analyses of 1H 1934 and Ton S180 (Frederick et al. 2018; Parker et al. 2018) , an additional component was used to model the soft excess. In the previous section, we explain how a high density model changes the continuum modelling. For example, the power-law continuum of Ton S180 has Γ = 2.38 when a high density model is used. By contrast, a harder continuum of Γ = 2 is found for the same spectrum if a cutoff model is added for soft excess. See Fig. 6 for comparison of two models. In this case, the spin is not constrained (see Table A3 ). By contrast, Nardini et al. (2012) obtained a disc inner radius of R in ≈ 2.4r g by modelling the soft excess of Ton S180 with a second relativistic disc reflection model instead of a cutoff model and assuming log(n e ) = 15. Their disc inner radius measurement is consistent with our spin measurement using a high density disc reflection model. Similarly, Kara et al. (2017) claims the spin of Ark 564 is not constrained by analysing its Suzaku and NuSTAR spectra while Walton et al. (2013) obtains a spin of a * = 0.96 +0.01 −0.06 for the same source by analysing its Suzaku observations. The latter measurement is consistent with our result. The difference in Kara et al. (2017) was that an additional thermal bremsstrahlung component was used to model the soft excess and the Suzaku XIS spectrum below 1 keV was ignored. This work and Walton et al. (2013) fit the soft excess emission with disc reflection model.
Future simultaneous hard X-ray observations, such as from NuSTAR, will be helpful for constraining the continuum emission by including the reflection Compton hump above 10 keV. An example is the analysis of the simultaneous NuSTAR and XMM-Newton observation of the NLS1 Mrk 1044 in Mallick et al. (2018) , where a high density disc reflection model of log(n e ) ≈ 16 explains the 0.5-78 keV band spectrum of this source with no requirement for an additional component. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We summarise the disc density measurements in this paper and previous analyses (Tomsick et al. 2018; Mallick et al. 2018; Garcia et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2018 Jiang et al. , 2019b in Fig. 8 . The results from previous work of AGN are marked by orange points. Blue circles are for GX 339-4 observations in 2015 and blue squares are for observations in 2013. Black points are the measurements for our sample. The orange straight lines are the same as the ones as in Fig. 4 and the blue straight line is the solution for f = 0, R = 2R g , and ξ = 2. We can draw the following conclusions from this diagram: First, a significantly higher disc density is found in stellar-mass BHs than in SMBHs. 65% of SMBHs in our sample show evidence for a disc density significantly higher than log(n e ) = 15. In the hard state of GX 339-4 and the intermediate state of Cyg X-1, the density of the disc is at least log(n e ) > 20.5. In the high flux state of GX 339-4, a disc density of log(n e ) ≈ 19 is required, similar with the disc density in AGN with log(m BH m 2 ) < 7.
Second, the accretion rate affects the disc density in the same way as the BH mass: a higher disc density is found where the BH accretes at a lower fraction of its Eddington limit. This conclusion has been found previously by studying the different states of the BH XRB GX 339−4 (Jiang et al. 2019b) where only the accretion rate can be changing. Similarly, we find tentative evidence for a similar conclusion for AGN. For example, Mrk 509 and PG 0804+761 have a similar BH mass of m BH ≈ 10 8 (Bentz & Katz 2015; Garcia et al. 2018 ). However, Mrk 509 has a higher disc density than PG 0804+761. This might be due to the higher accretion rate in PG 0804+761 ( m ≈ 1.0 − 1.3, see Table 2) Third, theoretically most coronal heating mechanisms assume that a large fraction of the disc energy is dissipated in the coronal region (e.g. magnetic coronae model, Galeev et al. 1979; Coroniti 1981; Stella & Rosner 1984) . Assuming ξ = 1, our analysis suggests at least 10% of the power in the disc is released to the corona in AGN. If a higher value of ξ (e.g. ξ = 2, Svensson & Zdziarski 1994) is assumed, an even higher f is expected. See the blue and orange solid lines in Fig.8 .
Fourth, although there is a weak correlation between log(n e ) and log(m BH m 2 ) in our sample, a disc density of log(n e ) > 16 is clearly found in AGN with log(m BH m 2 ) < 6.5. The weak correlation could be due to other uncertain effects, such as different f , the vertical structure of the disc density in reality, or the uncertainties of the BH mass measurements.
Fifth, the disc densities that our reflection model obtains for BH XRBs are significantly lower than the prediction of the standard thin disc model (the solid orange line in Fig. 8 , Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) . Some potential explanations are: 1) the disc density parameter in the reflection model is the density in the surface of the disc while the thin disc models assume a uniform disc density in the vertical direction; 2) the BH mass and the distance measurements of GX 339−4 are uncertain. However, we notice that the disc density of Cyg X-1 is still below the prediction, although the mass and the distance of Cyg X−1 are well constrained in this case (Orosz et al. 2011; Reid et al. 2011) ; 3) the stellar-mass BH discs during the observations considered in Tomsick et al. (2018); Jiang et al. (2019b) are likely to be dominated by gas pressure instead of radiation pressure with L Bol ≈ L X < 4%L Edd . At such low luminosities, they correspond to the gas pressure-dominated disc regime according to Svensson & Zdziarski (1994) . Consequences of gas pressure-dominated discs happening during the state tran- Fig. 4 . Blue solid line is the solution assuming f = 0, ξ = 2, and r = 2r g . The red dashed line shows the solution for a gas pressure-dominated disc at r = 2r g assuming f = 0. All the disc density curves are calculated by Svensson & Zdziarski (1994) .
sition of BH transients will be addressed in future work. However, the densities measured in XRBs are still 10-100 times lower than the density of a gas pressure-dominated disc in Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) , which is shown by the red dashed line in Fig. 8 . It suggests that more physics is needed to be considered, such as the vertical structure of a gas pressure-dominated disc. In Appendix B, we estimate the disc density within optical depth τ < 1 of a gas pressuredominated disc.
In conclusion, we find that the high density disc reflection model can not only decrease the inferred iron abundance but also successfully explains the 0.5-10 keV band spectra of the Seyfert 1 galaxies in our sample with no requirement for additional components for the soft excess emission. The density of the disc is significantly higher than the previous log(n e ) = 15 assumption in AGN with log(m BH m 2 ) < 7.5 in our sample. This is consistent with the prediction of the standard thin disc model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Svensson & Zdziarski 1994) . More future work is needed to complete the high density disc reflection spectroscopy for AGN in following approaches: 1) abundances of other elements in addition to iron need to be considered; 2) simultaneous broad band observations of these Seyfert galaxies are required (e.g. from NuSTAR) to test whether the high density model can account for the Compton hump above 10 keV; 3) time-resolved spectral analysis is required to study the short-term variability of the disc density within one observation. Frederick et al. (2018) discovered that the disc reflection component lags behind the coronal power-law continuum by ≈ 20 s. By conducting a novel spectral analysis using a fixed disc density reflection model, a super solar iron abundance (Z Fe > 9Z ) is required for the reflection spectral modelling (Frederick et al. 2018) .
A ratio plot for an averaged EPIC-pn spectrum of 1H 1934−603 against an absorbed power-law model is shown in Figure 3 . A broad emission line feature is visible in the iron band. By fitting the emission line with a simple Gaussian line model zgauss, we obtain a best-fit rest-frame line energy at E line = 6.65 ± 0.05 keV with σ = 0.49 +0.08 . The iron abundance obtained with the disc density as a free parameter is much lower than the value obtained in previous analysis (Frederick et al. 2018 ). We obtain a lower limit of the BH spin a * > 0.4, which is higher than the previous analysis (a * < 0.1, Frederick et al. 2018) . Note that the previous analysis in Frederick et al. (2018) models the soft excess emission with an additional blackbody model and assumes a fixed disc density at log(n e ) = 15. In this work, we model both the soft excess emission and the broad iron emission line with only one disc reflection model by allowing the disc density to be a free parameter.
A2 Ark 120
Ark 120 is a nearby Seyert 1 galaxy (e.g. Osterbrock & Phillips 1977 ) that is well-studied in the X-ray band. This source shows little or no evidence for X-ray absorption (e.g. Reeves et al. 2016) . Previous spectral analysis of Ark 120 shows evidence for three line components in the iron band . Two of the three line components are narrow emission lines, corresponding to a neutral Fe Kα emission line and an ionized Fe Kα emission line. The third line component is broader with FWHM≈ 5000 km s −1 .
A ratio plot for an averaged EPIC-pn spectrum of Ark 120 against an absorbed power-law model is shown in Figure 3 . A combination of narrow emission lines and a broad emission line is shown in the iron band. The line shapes are similar to these found in Nardini et al. Based on the existence of both a neutral and ionized narrow iron emission lines, we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL3. MODEL3 can provide a good fit with Cstat/ν=288.61/168. The best-fit model and corresponding ratio plot are shown in Figure A1 . Only an upper limit of the disc density is found log(n e ) < 15.6. A solar iron abundance is required for the spectral modelling. A fixed spin a * = 0 and a fixed viewing angle i = 30 • are assumed in Nardini et al. (2016) . In contrast, we obtain a high black hole spin a * > 0.85 and a high viewing angle i = 67 +4 −5
• , which are consistent with previous reflection-based analysis of Suzaku observations of the same source (e.g. a * ≈ 0.81, i ≈ 54 • , Walton et al. 2013) and other spin measurement methods (e.g. Porquet et al. 2019 ).
A3 Ark 564
Ark 564 is a very variable NLS1 in the X-ray band. Detailed studies of its X-ray reverberation lags with XMM-Newton observations have been done in previous analyses (e.g. Kara et al. 2013) . A high iron abundance (Z Fe /Z ≈ 3) was obtained by analysing the simultaneous Suzaku and NuSTAR spectra above 1 keV (Kara et al. 2017 ).
We present a broad band spectral analysis of the averaged EPIC-pn spectrum of Ark 564 with a total net pn exposure of 402 ks. A ratio plot against an absorbed powerlaw model is shown in Figure 3 . A very strong emission line feature is shown in the iron band and a very strong soft excess is shown below 3 keV. Fitting the emission line in the iron band with zgauss offers a good fit with some remaining residuals at 5.5 keV, requiring more physical modelling (e.g. relativistic disc reflection model). The central energy of the line is at E line = 6.59 +0.06 We fit the full band spectrum with MODEL2 due to the lack of evidence for narrow emission lines in the iron band. MODEL2 offers a very good fit for the averaged EPIC-pn spectrum of Ark 564 with C-stat/ν=191.32/180. The best-fit model and corresponding ratio plot are shown in Figure A1 . A close-to-solar iron abundance is obtained and a very high disc density of log(n e ) = 18.55 ± 0.07 is required for the spectral fitting. No additional component is required to model the soft excess. A high BH spin of a * > 0.9 is found, similar to the previous analysis by analysing Suzaku observations of the same source (a * ≈ 0.96, Walton et al. 2013 ). The BH spin parameter was however not constrained in Kara et al. (2017) . An inclination angle of i = 57 +4 −3
• is obtained, which is consistent with the results in Walton et al. (2013) and Kara et al. (2017) .
A4 Mrk 110
Mrk 110 is a NLS1 (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) and has been observed by XMM-Newton once for a net pn exposure of 33 ks. Boller et al. (2007) shows a complete analysis of the RGS and EPIC spectra. Only a narrow Fe K emission line was found previously.
By fitting the EPIC-pn spectrum of the only XMMNewton observation of Mrk 110, we confirm that only a narrow emission line is shown in the iron band. A ratio plot of the EPIC-pn spectrum fitted with an absorbed powerlaw model is shown in Fig. 3 . By using a simple Gaussian line model zgauss, we obtain the best-fit line width of σ < 0.127 keV and the best-fit line energy of E line = 6.44±0.04 keV for this narrow emission line. The equivalent width of the line component is 51 +13
−22
eV. The narrow emission line is at 6.44 keV and can be interpreted as the neutral Fe Kα emission line.
Based on the narrow neutral Fe Kα emission line in the iron band, we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL1. MODEL1 offers a very good fit with C-stat/ν=205.35/161. The best-fit model and corresponding ratio plot are shown in Fig. A1 . The relativistic disc reflection model accounts for mainly the soft excess below 2 keV. The lack of the broad Fe Kα emission line in the iron band might be due to the extremely blurred reflection component, as seen in our modelling. Only an upper limit of the disc density (log(n e ) < 16.5) is found.
A5 Mrk 1310
Mrk 1310 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) and has only one XMM-Newton observation with a net pn exposure of 35 ks. The iron band does not show strong evidence for emission features. A power-law model can offer a very good fit for the spectra between 3-10 keV with Cstat/ν=52.02/46. By adding an additional line model zgauss with the line energy fixed at 6.4 keV, the fit can be improved by ∆C-stat=4 with 2 more free parameters. The equivalent width of the line component is < 20 eV. In the soft band, Mrk 1310 however shows a strong soft excess, as in other AGN in our sample.
We model the broad band spectrum of Mrk 1310 with MODEL2. MODEL2 offers a very good fit with C-stat/ν = 109.90/94. The best-fit model and corresponding ratio plot are shown in Figure A1 . The high density disc reflection component accounts for the soft excess emission. However, due to the lack of a broad Fe Kα emission line, we are unable to constrain the disc emissivity profile and the spin of the BH. We assume the emissivity index in a flat spacetime (q 1 = q 2 = 3) and a maximum spin parameter. The best-fit parameters are shown in Table A2 . By modelling the soft excess emission with high density disc reflection model, a high disc density of log(n e ) = 17 +0.4 −0.2 is required. A ratio plot of the stacked pn spectrum of Mrk 279 fitted with an absorbed power law is shown in Fig. 3 . The iron band of the spectrum shows two narrow emission features and a broad line component. By modelling the line features with multiple zgauss models, we obtained a very good fit in the 3-10 keV band. Three zgauss models are required: a broad line at 6.6 +0.5 eV, σ < 0.02eV); a second narrow line at 6.98 +0.06 −0.12 keV (EW=< 22 eV, σ < 0.02eV). The second narrow line at 6.98 keV is consistent with previous analysis by Costantini et al. (2010) . However, the line feature is too weak to be constrained with an unconstrained equivalent width and a small statistical improvement when the line model is added to the fit (∆C-stat=3 with three more parameters).
Based on the indication of the iron band, we model the broad band spectrum of Mrk 279 with MODEL1. MODEL1 offers a very good fit with C-stat/ν = 155.59/177. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A2 . The relativistic disc reflection model accounts for both the soft excess and the broad Fe Kα emission line in Mrk 279 A high BH spin of a * > 0.95 is required for the spectral modelling and only an upper limit of the disc density log(n e ) < 16.9 is achieved. We obtain a disc viewing angle of i = 37 +8 −17
• , which is consistent with previous analysis (i < 30 • , Costantini et al. 2010 ).
A7 Mrk 335
Mrk 335 is a NLS1 (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that has been well studied in the X-ray band. This source experienced several extremely low flux states in history (e.g. Grupe et al. 2007; Parker et al. 2014) . Grupe et al. (2012) found that the complex spectral variability can be explained by a variable disc reflection component. Parker et al. (2014) and Gallo et al. (2015) explain the low flux state spectrum of Mrk 335 with a reflection-dominated emission from the inner disc region. The spectral variability is due to strong light-bending effects in the vicinity of the central BH. The strongest supporting evidence for the reflection interpretation of the spectrum of Mrk 335 is the discovery of the reverberation lag between the reflected disc photons and the coronal continuum photons (Kara et al. 2013) .
We first fit the stacked spectrum of Mrk 335 with an absorbed power-law model and the ratio plot is shown in Fig. 3 . The ratio plot shows a strong broad Fe Kα emission line feature and a strong soft excess below 2 keV. The result is similar to Parker et al. (2014) . By following the indication in Parker et al. (2014) , we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL4. MODEL4 offers a very good fit with C-stat/ν = 251.39/169. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A2 . One thin warm absorber modelled by warmabs with N H = 2.45 +0.39 −0.17 × 10 20 cm −2 and log(ξ) = 1.38 ± 0.02 is found. We obtain a very high reflection fraction f refl = 3.3 +0.4 −0.6 , indicating a reflection-dominated scenario, similar with previous analysis (e.g. Parker et al. 2014) . By fitting the broad Fe Kα emission line and the soft excess with the same reflection model, we obtain a very steep disc emissivity profile (see Table A2 for best-fit parameters). The large inner emissivity index q 1 and the low broken radius R r indicate a very compact coronal region (e.g. <3r g , Parker et al. 2014) . Only an upper limit of the disc density log(n e ) < 16.0 is achieved. We find a very BH spin of a * > 0.988 and a small inclination angle of i = 33 +4 −5
, which are consistent with previous analysis of NuSTAR observations of the same source(e.g. a * ≈ 0.99, i ≈ 25 • , Parker et al. 2014) . Our best-fit inclination angle is however lower than the value measured using Suzaku observations (e.g. i ≈ 50 − 58 • , Walton et al. 2013; Gallo et al. 2015) .
A8 Mrk 590
Mrk 590 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) . Previous analysis of the quasi-simultaneous XMM-Newton and Chandra observations in 2004 shows evidence for a strong soft excess and narrow Fe Kα, Fe xxv and Fe xxvi emissions (Longinotti et al. 2007) .
We first fit the 3-10 keV band spectrum with an absorbed power-law model and the ratio plot is shown in Fig.3 . By fitting the narrow lines features with simple zgauss models, Two narrow line models are required, one line at 6.407 ± 0.02 keV (EW=135 +12 , σ < 0.12 keV). The former line can be interpreted as Fe Kα emission line and the latter can be interpreted as Fe xxvi line. We do not find strong evidence for a narrow Fe xxv emission line as in Longinotti et al. (2007) or a broad emission feature.
Based on the analysis of the iron band, we model the broad band spectrum of Mrk 590 with MODEL1. MODEL1 can provide a very good fit with C-stat/ν=187.41/174. The bestfit model is shown in Fig. A2 . The disc reflection component with a very high disc density of log(n e ) = 18.4 +0.2 −1.1 accounts for the soft excess, as shown in Fig. A2 . We obtain a lower limit of the BH spin of a * > 0.1 and a high inclination angle of i = 79 +7 −4
• .
A9 Mrk 79
Mrk 79 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that shows very large X-ray flux variability by a factor of 10 in multi-epoch observations (Gallo et al. 2011b ). The spectrum of Mrk 79 shows a variable soft excess and strong narrow emission line features in the iron band.
We stack all the EPIC-pn spectra in the archive and find two narrow emission lines in the iron band. The first line is at 6.40±0.02 keV in the source frame (EW=173 +32 −14 eV, σ = 0.086 +0.019 −0.020 keV) and the second line is at 6.90 ± 0.05 keV in the source frame (EW=30 +22 −13 eV, σ < 0.08 keV), corresponding to Fe Kα and Fe Kβ line.
Based on the analysis of the iron band, we model the broad band spectrum of Mrk 79 with MODEL1. MODEL1 offers a very good fit with C-stat/ν=225.60/177. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A2 . Mrk 79 has the hardest continuum emission in our sample with Γ = 1.712 +0.014 −0.012 . According to our calculation of the mass accretion rate using B band flux, Mrk 79 indeed has the lowest accretion rate in our sample ( m = 0.13 +0.05 −0.07 ). A high disc density of log(n e ) = 18.01 +0.12 −0.32 is required by our spectral modelling. We obtain a BH spin of a * > 0.5 and an inclination angle of i = 21 ± 6 • , which is consistent with previous analyses (a * ≈ 0.7, i ≈ 21 • , Gallo et al. 2011a ).
A10 NGC 4748
NGC 4748 is a NLS1 (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that is not well studied in the X-ray band. Only one XMM-Newton observation with a net pn exposure of 26 ks is available in the archive.
The spectrum of NGC 4748 in the iron band shows a broad emission feature. See Fig. 3 for a eV. This strong, broad 6.7 keV emission line can be interpreted as the relativistic disc Fe K emission line. A simple zgauss modelling of the line feature leaves some residuals between 7-8 keV. No significant evidence for a narrow core is found.
Based on the evidence for a broad iron emission line feature and a soft excess, we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL2. MODEL2 offers a very good fit with Cstat/ν=152.66/144. Fig. A2 shows the best-fit model and the corresponding ratio plot. One relativistic reflection model is able to model both the soft excess mission and the broad iron line feature. An intermediate disc density is required log(n e ) = 16.6 +0.4 −0.5 . A high BH spin of a * > 0.8 is preferred by our model.
A11 PG 0804+761
PG 0804+761 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) and has three XMM-Newton observations in the archive. The first observation in 2000 (obsID 0102040401) was entirely dominated by flaring particle background. The other two observations were taken in 2010 and have a total net pn exposure of 32 ks. By fitting the stacked pn spectrum of PG 0804+761 with an absorbed power-law model, two strong emission lines are shown in the iron band. A strong soft excess is found below 2 keV. See Fig. 3 for the ratio plot. We first model the line features with simple zgauss models. The line width of both emission line is σ < 0.08 keV, indicating two narrow lines from distant reflector. The first line is at 6.44 ± 0.04 keV (EW=99 +35 −17 eV) and the second line is at 6.88 +0.06 −0.07 keV (EW=91 +13 −24 eV). These two lines can be interpreted as Fe Kα and Fe Kβ lines. The spectrum shows no evidence for a broad line component.
Based on the evidence for only narrow Fe K emission lines, we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL1. MODEL1 can offer a very good fit with C-stat/ν=226.26/173. The relativistic disc reflection model accounts for the soft excess. See Fig. A2 for the best-fit model and corresponding ratio plot. Only an upper limit of the disc density log(n e ) < 15.8 is found.
A12 PG 0844+349
PG 0844+349 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that has shown a large flux variability of a factor of 10 in history. Gallo et al. (2011b) analysed the XMMNewton observation taken during the X-ray weak state of PG 0844+349 and found the spectrum is dominated by the disc reflection component, indicating strong light-bending effects.
We first fit the spectrum with an absorbed power-law model and the ratio plot is shown in Fig. 3 . By fitting the emission features with two simple zgauss models, we obtain a broad line component at 6.6 ± 0.2 keV (EW=349 +32 −24 eV, σ = 0.31 +0.26 −0.13 keV) and a narrow core at 6.4 keV (EW<42 eV, σ < 0.05 keV). Both two line components are consistent with the results in Gallo et al. (2011b) . However only an upper limit of the equivalent width of the second line is obtained due to a short net exposure of only 18 ks.
Based on the analysis in the iron band, we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL1. MODEL1 can offer a very good fit with C-stat/ν=163.0/129. Fig. A3 presents the bestfit MODEL1 for PG 0844+349. A disc reflection component with a high disc density parameter of log(n e ) = 17.2 +0.06 −0.27 can account for both the broad iron line and the soft excess emission. We obtain a high BH spin of a * > 0.95 and an inclination angle of i = 32 +12 −15
• . The inclination angle is consistent with the measurement in Gallo et al. (2011b 
A13 PG 1229+204
PG 1229+204 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) and has only one XMM-Newton observation with a net pn exposure of only 17 ks. Fig. 3 shows a ratio plot of the EPIC-pn spectrum of PG 1229+204 against an absorbed power-law model. The spectrum shows a strong soft excess below 2 keV and an emission feature in the iron band. By fitting the emission line with one zgauss model, we find that the line central energy is 6.59 +0.15 −0.14 keV and the line width is σ = 0.23 +0.22 −0.11 keV. The line feature is very strong with an equivalent width of EW=209 +23 −14 eV. The short exposure of this observation does not allow us to distinguish a mildly broad emission feature or a combination of several emission lines (e.g. Fe Kα, Fe Kβ).
Because of the uncertainty of the nature of the emission feature in the iron band, we first fit the broad band spectrum with MODEL2 to check if the relativistic disc reflection model is able to model both the soft excess emission and the emission feature in the iron band. MODEL2 can offer a good fit with C-stat/ν=122.23/129. However there are still residuals in the iron band indicating that the emission feature can not be modelled with a relativistic disc reflection model. Second, we fit the spectrum with MODEL1, including a distant neutral reflector. MODEL1 is able to improve the fit by ∆C-stat=11 with one more parameter with no structural residuals in the iron band. The best-fit model and the corresponding ratio plot are shown in Fig. A3 . The relativistic disc reflection component with a modest disc density of log(n e ) = 16.8 +0.2 −0.3 accounts for the soft excess emission. We obtain a high BH spin of a * = 0.93 +0.06 −0.02 and an inclination angle of i = 22 +18 −10
A14 PG 1426+015
PG 1426+015 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) and shows a blackbody-like soft excess emission (e.g. kT≈ 0.1 keV, Page et al. 2004) . Fig. 3 presents a ratio plot of PG 1426+015 EPIC-pn spectrum fitted with an absorbed power-law model. The spectrum shows evidence for weak emission feature in the iron band and a strong soft excess emission. By fitting the emission feature of a zgauss model with a fixed line energy at 6.4 keV, we obtain an upper limit of the line width σ < 0.40 keV. Although the spectrum shows tentative evidence for a broad emission feature, the short exposure of the observation does not allow us to better constrain the line shape.
We model the broad band spectrum of PG 1426+015 with MODEL2. MODEL2 offers a very good fit with Cstat/ν=53.43/52. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A3 . The emissivity profile, the BH spin and the viewing angle are not constrained during our fit due to the short exposure. Therefore we fix the emissivity index at q 1 = q 2 = 3, a maximum BH spin, and a viewing angle of i = 30 • . We only obtain an upper limit of the disc density log(n e ) < 15.9.
A15 Swift J2127.4+5654
Swift J2127.4+5654 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that has been well studied in the X-ray band. Miniutti et al. (2009) analysed the Suzaku observations of this source and obtained a BH spin of a * = 0.6 ± 0.2. This result has been confirmed by Marinucci et al. (2014) as well where XMM-Newton observations are considered. A combination of broad Fe Kα emission line and a narrow core is found in the iron band. The Suzaku spectrum of Swift J2127.4+5654 shows a blackbody-shaped soft excess Miniutti et al. (2009) . Kara et al. (2015) analysed the NuS-TAR and found a reverberation lag of both the iron line and the Compton hump, supporting the disc reflection interpretation of the broad band spectrum of this source.
By following the indication of Marinucci et al. (2014) , we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL4. The bestfit model is shown in Fig. A3 . An additional neutral absorber is required and the model ztbabs is used for this purpose. The redshift parameter of ztbabs is fixed at the value of the source. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A3 . MODEL4 offers a good fit with C-stat/ν=246.21/182. An intermediate spin of a * = 0.72 +0.14 −0.20 is found and is consistent with previous spin measurements (e.g. Miniutti et al. 2009; Marinucci et al. 2014) . A higher inclination angle (i = 67 +3 −2 • ) is found by fitting with a high density disc reflection model compared with previous analysis (e.g. 40 • , Miniutti et al. 2009) . A lower limit of the disc density (log(n e ) > 18.7) is obtained, indicating a potential high disc density.
A16 Ton S180
Ton S180 is a NLS1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that shows both a broad Fe K emission line and a strong soft excess (e.g. Vaughan et al. 2002; Takahashi et al. 2010; Nardini et al. 2012; Parker et al. 2018) . Takahashi et al. (2010) demonstrate that the soft excess emission shown in the Suzaku spectrum of Ton S180 can be described as a disc blackbody-shaped model with a temperature of kT=0.075 keV. Nardini et al. (2012) found that the broad band XMM-Newton and Suzaku spectra of Ton S180 can be modelled by a combination of two reflection components, one from the inner disc and one from a distant reflector. A more recent study by Parker et al. (2018) succssfully model the broad band XMM-Newton spectrum of Ton S180 with a combination of a soft Comptonisation component, a hard Comptonisation component from the corona, and a relativistic disc reflection component. The soft Compotonisation component accounts for the soft excess. However the relativistic reflection component requires a very high iron abundance Z Fe > 9Z .
We first fit the stacked EPIC-pn spectrum of Ton S180 with an absorbed power-law model. The corresponding ratio plot is shown in Fig. 3 . Similar to previous analysis, a broad emission line in the iron band and a strong soft excess below 3 keV are found in the spectrum. Second, we model the broad band spectrum with MODEL2. MODEL2 offers a very good fit of both the broad emission line feature and the soft excess emission with C-stat/ν=301.71/179. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A3 and the best-fit parameters can be found in Table A2 . By modelling the broad line and the soft excess with the same model, we obtain a high BH spin of a * > 0.98. A very steep emissivity profile is found, indicating a very compact coronal region. A disc viewing angle of 36 +4 −6
• is found, which is consistent with the previous measurement (e.g. ≈ 39 • , Parker et al. 2018) . As shown from the plot of the best-fit model, the spectrum is dominated by the disc reflection component with a reflection fraction f refl = 1.9 ± 0.7, making it the second highest reflection fraction in our sample. A modest high disc density of log(n e ) = 15.6 +0.3 −0.2 is required by spectral fitting.
A17 UGC 6728
UGC 6728 is a Seyfert 1 galaxy (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2006) that has one of the known lowest black hole masses ( 7.1 × 10 5 M , Bentz & Katz 2015) . Only one XMM-Newton observation is available in the archive. The EPIC-pn observation of UGC 6728 is dominated by flaring particle background. Therefore, we use EPIC-MOS observations instead. The MOS spectra of UGC 6728 show tentative evidence for emission features in the iron band, similar with PG 1426+015, and a strong soft excess below 2 keV.
We model the broad band spectrum with MODEL2. The relativistic reflection model accounts mainly for the soft excess. The BH spin parameter is not constrained so we assume a maximum BH spin during the fit. MODEL2 offers a good fit with C-stat/ν=254.61/209. The best-fit model is shown in Fig. A3 . Only an upper limit of the disc density log(n e ) < 18 is found. The best-fit model predicts a very strong broad Fe K emission line, which cannot be resolved by current data quality. More future observations with longer exposures will enable us to study the iron band of UGC 6728 in more details. Table A2 . Best-fit parameters for each source. The flux of each model component is calculated between 0.5-10 keV by using the convolution model cflux in XSPEC in the unit of erg cm −2 s −1 . The reflection fraction is defined as F refl /F pl for simplicity. Table A3 . Best-fit model parameters for Ton S180 when the soft excess is modelled by a soft cutoff model and a fixed disc density log(n e ) = 15 is assumed. E cut is in the unit of keV. The units of other parameters are the same as in Table A2 . 
APPENDIX B: THE DISC DENSITY OF A STABLE GAS PRESSURE-DOMINATED DISC
In this section, we propose a possible explanation for the overestimation of the disc density in GX 339−4 given by the classical disc theory: the disc of GX 339−4 is gas dominated in the hard state while the Seyfert 1 AGN in our sample, which show a significantly higher accretion rate than GX 339−4 in the hard state, are in the radiation pressuredominated regime in the Shakura & Sunyaev (1973, SS73) model. The disc density distribution across the height of a gas pressure-dominated disc might be the solution to this density problem in GX 339−4 observations.
B1 Gas pressure-dominated disc
In this section, we introduce the disc behaviour at different accretion rates in the SS73 model considering gas and radiation pressure in the disc. We assume that a fraction ( f ) of the disc energy is transferred to the coronal region instead of being radiated away locally from the disc (Svensson & Zdziarski 1994). The critical condition for the disappearance of the radiation pressure-dominated region in the disc is given by P gas = P rad , where P gas and P rad are respectively the gas and the radiation pressure of the disc. According to Svensson & Zdziarski (1994) , this condition at radius r = R/R S = R/2r g leads to Figure B1 . Mass accretion rates of 17 Seyfert 1 AGN and GX 339−4 that have been studied in our series. The mass accretion rates of GX 339−4 are calculated in our previous paper (Jiang et al. 2019b ). The orange lines show the threshold mass accretion rate below which the whole disc is dominated by gas pressure. The green lines show the threshold mass accretion rate below which R < 20 R S is dominated by gas pressure. The solid lines are for f = 0 is (SS73) and the dashed lines are for the scenario where 40% of the disc energy is transferred to the coronal region (Svensson & Zdziarski 1994) .
the right side of equation B1 is always smaller than the left side when m is sufficiently small. In this case, there is no solution to equation B1 and the radiation pressure-dominated region in the disc disappears. The orange lines of Fig. B1 show this threshold mass accretion rate for f = 0 and f = 0.4. For sources that are below the orange lines, the whole disc is dominated by gas pressure in the classical disc theory. For larger m, the radiation pressure-dominated region starts to expand from r ≈ 5.72 both inward and outward in the disc. For example, the green lines of Fig. B1 show the threshold mass accretion rate below which r > 20 is dominated by gas pressure. The mass accretion rates of the 17 Seyfert 1 AGN in our sample and GX 339−4 are also shown in Fig. B1 . All Seyfery 1 AGN in our sample are above the green lines except Mrk 79. Mrk 79, which has a large uncertainty for the accretion rate estimation, is however still above the orange lines, indicating at least the inner region of the disc is dominated by radiation pressure. In comparison, the hard state of GX 339−4 shows a much lower accretion rate and the corresponding observations indicate the source is in the gas pressure-dominated regime. The soft state of GX 339−4 during an outburst however shows a much higher accretion rate and is the regime where the innermost region (e.g. r 20) of the disc is dominated by radiation pressure. Note that the X-ray emission from GX 339−4 is dominated by a strong disc thermal component with a relatively weak power-law continuum during this soft state observation Jiang et al. 2019b ) while the Seyfert 1 AGN in our sample show very strong power-law emission in the X-ray band.
B2 Disc density in a gas pressure-dominated disc So far, we have shown the indication that the accretion disc of GX 339−4 in the hard state is in the gas pressure-dominated regime in the SS73 model. In this section, we calculate the disc density distribution across the height of a gas pressure-dominated disc in order to explain the density overestimation given by SS73. SS73 and Svensson & Zdziarski (1994) assume a thin disc with a uniform density across the height of a thin disc. The disc in reality however has a finite thickness which is particularly important for a gas pressure-dominated disc. Therefore, we calculate the surface disc density of a gas pressure-dominated disc assuming a simple iso-thermal disc model.
The standard thin disc model in SS73 gives the solutions of the number density n e of a gas pressure-dominated disc: 
where K = 2 −7/2 ( ) 3/10 . α f is the fine-structure constant; m p is the proton mass; m e is the electron mass; r e is the classical electron radius; σ T = 6.64 × 10 25 cm 2 is the Thomson cross section. This solution is shown by the red dashed line in Fig. 8 for m BH = 10. The inferred disc densities in the corresponding observations are 100 times lower than the predictions in SS73 (see Fig. 8 ).
Here we estimate the disc density distribution in the disc that is regulated by gas pressure based on the following assumptions: 1) the total luminosity of the accretion process depends on the accretion rate at the mid-plane of the disc; 2) the solution of SS73 (Eq. B2) applies only to the midplane of the disc. Then we calculate the disc density within an optical depth of τ = 1, where the observed reflection spectrum comes from.
We ignore the self gravitation of the disc. In the vertical direction of the disc, the pressure gradient is balanced by the gravitational force in the z direction of the disc plane:
P is the inner pressure of the disc; M is the mass of the BH. For a gas-dominated disc, the inner pressure is
